Population pharmacokinetics of JNJ-37822681, a selective fast-dissociating dopamine D₂-receptor antagonist, in healthy subjects and subjects with schizophrenia and dose selection based on simulated D₂-receptor occupancy.
JNJ-37822681 is a selective, fast-dissociating dopamine D2-receptor antagonist currently in development as a candidate antipsychotic. The aim of the analyses was to develop a population pharmacokinetic model to describe the pharmacokinetics of JNJ-37822681 in healthy subjects and patients with schizophrenia and to identify covariates of interest. The model was then used to simulate D2-receptor occupancy in support of dose selection for subsequent studies. Data were obtained from 378 subjects enrolled in three phase I and two phase II studies. Nonlinear mixed effects modeling of pooled data was conducted using NONMEM(®) to estimate population pharmacokinetic parameters and the effect of covariates on these parameters. The model was evaluated on a subset of data that was not used for model building and was subsequently used to simulate steady-state exposure for each subject in the phase IIb study. Striatal D2-receptor occupancy was predicted using simulated exposure combined with pharmacodynamic parameters from a sigmoid maximum effect model established from previous [(11)C]raclopride positron emission tomography studies. A two-compartment disposition model with zero-order input in a depot compartment followed by first-order absorption into and first-order elimination from the central compartment combined with a transit compartment provided the best fit to the data. Significant covariates were sex and bioavailability on apparent clearance and food intake on the absorption rate constant. Clearance was 11 % higher in females compared with males. The model passed external evaluation. The estimated pharmacokinetic parameters for the phase IIb study were similar to those observed in the phase IIa study. D2-receptor occupancy was predicted to be in the 65-80 % range at 10 mg twice daily and partially or fully reaching the 80 % threshold at doses of 20 and 30 mg twice daily. The population pharmacokinetic model of JNJ-37822681 successfully described the pharmacokinetics of JNJ-37822681 and allowed the reliable determination of individual exposure parameters in a phase IIb study. It was concluded that 5 or 7.5 mg twice daily would likely be minimal- or no-effect doses, whereas 10 mg twice daily was expected to provide an optimal balance of efficacy and tolerability.